
 

 

This quiz is being sold to raise funds for the Covenant Youth Choir (CYC). 

CYC is a group open to anyone aged 11 - 18 in the Alton area who wants to 

learn to sing.  They meet on Friday evening at St Lawrence Church, Alton from 

6.15 – 7.15.  They sing a wide variety of music including pop, gospel, choral 

and jazz, accompanied by piano and guitar.  Attendance and training are free, 

provided by adult members of St Lawrence Church choir. 

 

The Quiz – Instructions    

The answers are in groups of 10; there are 10 groups so the maximum score is 

100.  Most of the clues are cryptic and I apologise in advance for some of the puns!  

The number of letters in the answer is indicated in brackets. 

The prize will be chocolate! 

Please write your answers on the sheet in capital letters and complete your details on 

the next page. 

 

Return completed sheets to: 

Sue Dell 

28, Beavers Close, 

Alton 

GU34 2EF 

 

By Jan 12
th

 2020 

 

Answers will be posted after this date on: www.potr-alton.co.uk 

 

The winner’s name will be posted there by end of January and the winner will be 

contacted. 

 

 

 

 

  

Price £2.50 



Card games 

Cross over this when you arrive at it (6)…………BRIDGE…………………………  

A clean break  (4) …………………………SNAP…………………. 

You need plenty to do this quiz (8)………PATIENCE………………………………………… 

What you should not do to your wife (5)…………POKER…………………………….. 

Instructions to an angler (2, 4)…………………GO FISH…………………………………… 

Is it a chain – or a dance? (8)……………………SEQUENCE…………………………………….. 

A girl’s best friend? (9)……………………SOLITAIRE…………………………………………….. 

Not Old Covent Garden (9)…………NEWMARKET…………………………………………….. 

Crow, not rook (4)………………………………BRAG……………………………………. 

A bridge  (7) ……………………………PONTOON…………………………………………….. 

 

Yellow 

Tony Orlando and Dawn had more than one (6)………RIBBON………………………… 

Are you walking on this? (8)…………………SUNSHINE…………………………………………… 

Hot Army officer involved in murder (7, 7)………COLONEL MUSTARD………………… 

Don’t slip when going crazy 

(6)…………BANANA…………………………………………………………… 

Sour or sweet with aid (5) …………………LEMON………………………………………………….. 

Goat or person who makes head contact (6)………BUTTER…………………………….. 

Part of bridge game you must avoid (6, 4)………………RUBBER DUCK………………. 

This one flows in China  (5)………………………RIVER…………………………. 

S (7, or 6 if you are American!) ………………SULPHER (SULFER)……………………… 

Below the water (9)…………………SUBMARINE………………………………………… 



Famous authors’ surnames  

Dabble or dawdle (6) ………………POTTER………………………………. 

Never shall they meet? (5) …………………TWAIN…………………………………  

Lentil or sweet potato? Sounds delicious for supper(4) ………DAHL………………. 

Maybe for oil or water (5)…………………WELLS……………………………………………. 

Keep this from the door and add nothing  …………WOOLF……………………………… 

A famous murderer – how appropriate! (8)………CHRISTIE……………………………… 

Sounds like a conflict (5)……………………WAUGH……………………………………………… 

He sells tallow or beeswax ((8)…………CHANDLER………………………….. 

This bird moves quickly (5)……………SWIFT……………………………………………………   

Robust (5)………………………HARDY………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

Sweets past and present  
Small sparkly objects (8)……………SPANGLES……………………………………………………. 

Zero centres (4, 6)……………LOVE HEARTS………………………………………………….. 

Sweet smelling flowers from an Italian town (5, 7)…………PALMA VIOLETS.. 

Miniature jewels (6,4)……………………MIDGET GEMS………………………………………… 

Wobbly newborns (5,6)……………JELLY BABIES………………………………………………. 

Evade the issue (5)…………………FUDGE………………………………….. 

This might shut you up (10)……GOBSTOPPER…………………………………. 

They might be right up your alley! (8)………SKITTLES…………….. 

Shirt for a game (4)……………………………POLO…………………………………….. 

Came from outer space (6,6)………FLYING SAUCER…………………………………… 

 

 

 



Fabrics 

Is my mother’s mother enthusiastic? (7)……………NANKEEN……………….. 

Money and water do mix to make this (8) ………CASHMERE…………………………. 

Tighten my corsets (4)………………………LACE…………………………………………………. 

Maureen and her locks (6)……MOHAIR………………………………………………………… 

Avoid answering the question (7)………FLANNEL………………………………………. 

Experienced in the past (4)………………FELT……………………………………………… 

We all have lots in our attic (5)………STUFF………………………………………………. 

A 1990’s group who sound like they moved gently (5)……………SUEDE……………… 

The road covering may do this in the sunshine (6)…………TARTAN……………….. 

This bed is heavy (6)…………………COTTON………………………………………… 

 

What are you wearing? 

 
Go round the problem (5)…………………………SKIRT……………………………………….. 

Disguise (5)…………………………………………………………CLOAK…………… 

Kangaroo or flea (6)………………JUMPER……………………………………………………………… 

A trivial cover (9)…………………PETTICOAT…………………………………………….. 

Bend over to lace up (3,3)…………BOW TIE………………………………………………. 

Swindle me of my money (6)…………FLEECE……………………………………………….. 

The headland is here (4)………………CAPE………………………………………………….. 

A lot of these in icy weather! (8)………………SLIPPERS…………………………………….. 

The barrister needs these (6)…………………BRIEFS…………………………………………. 

Double part of tennis game (4,3)…………TWIN SET………………………………………….. 

 

 

 



 

 

In the sea 

Oliver Twist was one in the city (6)…………………URCHIN………………………………….. 

I show great confusion and stagger about (8)……FLOUNDER…………………………… 

Usually of the earth (4)……………………………………SALT…………………………………. 

The wobbly one you try to catch (9) ……JELLYFISH…………………….. 

Could be wax or lead (4)………………SEAL…………………………………………………… 

Prue and Paul, Noel and Sandi would love to eat it (6)……SPONGE…… 

Watch out!  He may con you. (5)……………………SHARK………………………. 

Pay me when it arrives (3)……………………COD…………………………………………………. 

This one might not be nervous 

(5)…………WRECK………………………………………………………… 

The toy blade (7)……………………DOLPHIN……………………………………………….. 

 

Christmas 

Not in the wind at Christmas (6)………………………CANDLE…………………………………… 

Sounds like someone kills the ringing (6, 5)………SLEIGH BELLS…… 

You might play with this to your credit (4)………………CARD……………………………… 

Sound like two items that contain things (6)……………TINSEL……………………………. 

The alphabet only has 25 letters (4)……………………NOEL………………………………….. 

The vehicle is rubbish (6)………………………CARROT………………………………………….. 

Keep these truffle hunters warm (4, 2, 8)…PIGS IN BLANKETS…………………………… 

A university teacher adds to the solution (6)……DONKEY……………………………….. 

Keeping in (8)………………………STOCKING………………………………. 

Olivia and Belch appear here (7, 5)…TWELTH NIGHT……………………….. 

 



Trees 

A formal beating (5)………………BIRCH…………………………………………………….. 

Sounds like the policeman is at the seaside (6, 5)……COPPER BEECH…….. 

The gentleman is very smart (6)………………SPRUCE…………………………….. 

The member of council is missing a man (5)…ALDER……………………………………… 

What is left after Bonfire Night (3)……………ASH…………………………………………… 

Punch to get out of the container (3)………BOX……………………………………… 

Is the deer spiky? (9)…………………BUCKTHORN………………………………………………..  

Sounds like everyone likes this, but without you (6)……POPLAR……………… 

Car component in the light (8)…………HORNBEAM………… 

I need it for spinning wool (7)…………SPINDLE…………………………………. 

 

Newspapers and magazines 

Can you keep up with them? (3, 5)………THE TIMES…………………………………………… 

Going underground? (5)………………METRO………………………………………………………. 

The cleaner is fabulous (5, 4)………DAILY STAR………………………………………………. 

He might be trailing you (7, 3)…………PRIVATE EYE………………………. 

Is this a huge edition? (3, 5)…………BIG ISSUE……………………………………………. 

The receiver multiplied (5, 5)…………RADIO TIMES…………………………. 

Fashionable (5)………………………VOGUE……………………………………………………. 

He might be watching (3, 9)……………THE SPECTATOR………………………………… 

Venus (7, 4)………………MORNING STAR……………………………………….. 

Is this the perfect place to live? (5, 4)…………IDEAL HOME……………………………….. 

 

 

 


